
OOSGretha andOOSPrometheus (Brazil)

The Situation
Accommodations vessel requiring a holistic management system designed to
track and manage crew during their rotation and passengers during their stay.
These aspects included:

Personnel Data (Rank, Visa, Shift, etc.) 
Access/ID Cards
Incoming/Outgoing POB Manifests
Current/Past POB

Cabin/Bunk Management 
Platform Management
Muster Drills
Duty Stations

The AutoCrew Solution
Personnel Data 
The system holds customized data fields which makes it easy to store, locate,
and retrieve personnel information, optimized through single or multiple filters.
A standout efficiency feature is the ability to visually alert when critical
documentation, such as passports or visas, is near expiry. Per the OOS
requirement, the POB system is completely multi-lingual for the international
team.Add a little bit of body text

Access/ID Cards 
Personnel and crew Access/ID Cards are fully managed within the system,
including the ability to capture crew photos when printing ID cards. For crew,
photos are taken, access granted, and cards printed on-board by the Heli-
Admin office. Visitors are assigned generic pre-printed cards which correspond
to their cabin/bunk/muster station assignment. The system allows the Heli-
Admin team to easily assign, remove, or replace cards for any individual, and
re-print when necessary. 

Incoming/Outgoing POB Manifests 
While travel logistics and crew manifest data is generally created on-shore prior
to the arrival/departure of personnel, all crew information is modifiable on
board, including the adjustment of crew manifests. This feature allows for the
bulk check-in/check-out of the entire manifest with a couple of clicks. 

Case Study:



Real-Time/Historical POB Tracking 
The system has a dedicated screen to show the current POB in real-time, and adjusts as people 
arrive/depart. This can be viewed and printed in multiple ways. The system also keeps a full 
history of all personnel who have ever been entered into the system, as well as their previous 
arrivals/departures with total time onboard. Add a little bit of body text

Cabin/Bunk Management 
The system is capable of fully managing everything related to cabins and bunks, including: 

• Who is currently in what cabin/bunk 
• Which cabin/bunks are currently available 
• Which cabin/bunks will become available (based on scheduled departure manifest) 
• Which cabin/bunks are associated with specific muster stations Add a little bit of body text

Platform/Traffic Light Management 
The main purpose of integrating POB and Platform components is to conduct fast and accurate 
Muster Drills using real-time data of who is on the actual vessel. Further, it allows POB to know 
when platform capacity is being reached. Various components, including In and Out Readers, 
and traffic lights, are permanently installed on the Gangway of each adjoining platform to track 
this information. As POB check-in or out, the AutoCrew system indicates to the bridge the 
names and exact count of who is on the Platform and who is on the vessel in real-time. 

Muster Drills 
Drills are conducted by Muster Officers assigned to each station, using handheld wireless 
readers to collect the data. Each Muster Station has a “Location Card” mounted and configured 
for that specific Muster Station. Where required, the Muster Officer can choose any handheld 
reader and place it over the Location Card to assign that reader to that station for that drill. This 
makes the readers interchangeable, and eliminates chance of someone taking the wrong reader
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